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Abstract
Structural Emergence in Mutualistic Networks
C.A. Nnakenyi
Department of Mathematical Sciences,
University of Stellenbosch,
Private Bag X1, Matieland 7602, South Africa.
Thesis: M.Sc
September 2016
Mutualistic interactions are vital in sustaining species, maintaining the func-
tions and services of the ecosystem. Network structures such as nestedness
and modularity have being reported to emerge as a result of the mutualistic
interactions. Although these structures have being found to have eect in the
stability of mutualistic communities, mechanisms that lead to the emergence
of these structures are not fully understood. From the observed pollination
data of 10 Galápagos Islands, we use a modied Lotka-Voltera model of mutu-
alism that incorporates species competition, functional responses and adaptive
rewiring (Adaptive Interaction Switching [AIS] model) to predict the observed
network structures. From the AIS model, almost 40% variation of the observed
nestedness and more than 50% variation of the observed modularity was ex-
plained. Furthermore, using a Generalized Linear Model (GLM), the eect of
environmental variables such as geographic factors (island area, isolation, age
and maximum elevation) and anthropogenic factors (sampling eort and hu-
man population size) were considered together with the AIS model. The GLM
can account for more than 78% variation of the observed nestedness and more
than 85% of the observed modularity, with island area, isolation, sampling
eort and human population size the most important variables, contributing
signicantly to the observed network structures. Therefore, pollination net-
works on Galápagos Islands are structured. The AIS model implemented can
explain an appreciable level of network structure. Together with environmen-
ii
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tal variables, the results echo the importance of island area and isolation (as of
island biogeography), human disturbance, sampling eort, as well as the adap-
tive rewiring (ecological tting), as a candidate model for mutualistic network
emergence.
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Strukturele Opkoms in Mutualistiese Netwerke
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Tesis: M.Sc
September 2016
Mutualistiese interaksie is noodsaaklik vir die handhawing van spesies en die
onderhoud van funksies en dienste van die ekosisteem. Netwerkstrukture soos
genestheid en modulariteit is al berig om as 'n resultaat van sulke mutualistiese
interaksies na vore te kom. Alhoewel hierdie strukture bevind is om 'n eek
te hê op die stabiliteit van mutualistiese gemeenskappe, word meganismes wat
lei tot die opkoms van hierdie strukture nog nie goed verstaan nie. Deur 10
bestuiwingsdata van die Galápagos-eilande the gebruik, het ons 'n aangepaste
Lotka-Volterra model van mutualisme gebruik wat kompetisie tussen spesies,
funksionele reaksies en aanpasbare herbedrading [rewiring] (Adaptive Interac-
tive Switching [AIS] model) inkorporeer om die waargenome netwerkstrukture
te voorspel. Uit die AIS model is byna 40% variasie van die waargenome
genstheid en meer as 50% variasie van die waargenome modulariteit verduide-
lik. Verder, deur 'n Veralgemeende lineêre model (of GLM vir Generalized Li-
near Model) te gebruik, is die eek van geograese faktore (eilandoppervlakte,
isolasie, ouderdom en maksimum hoogte bo seespieël) en antropogeniese fak-
tore (poging tot steekproefneming en menslike bevolkingsgrootte) saam met
die AIS model in ag geneem. Die GLM kan tot 78% variasie van die waarge-
nome genestheid en meer as 85% van die waargenome modulariteit verduidelik,
met eliandoppervlakte, isolasie, poging tot steekproefneming en menslike be-
volkingsgrootte die belangrikste veranderlikes wat aansienlik bydrae tot die
iv
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waargenome netwerkstrukture. Daarom is netwerke op die Galápagos-eilande
gestruktureerd. Die AIS model wat ons geïmplememteer het, kan 'n aansien-
like vlak van netwerkstrukture verduidelik. Saam met omgewingsveranderlikes
weerspieël die bevindings die belang van eilandoppervlakte en isolasie (soos
van eiland biogeograe), menslike versteuring, poging tot steekproefneming
sowel as aanpasbare herbedrading (ekologiese passing) as 'n kandidaatmodel
vir mutualistiese netwerkopkoms.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background to the research problem
Ecological interactions in the ecosystem are essential, because survival of species
in the ecosystem depends on the interactions the species have with other com-
ponents of the ecosystem. Abiotic components like light, water and nutrients
and biotic components like plants and animals, all interact in a unique way,
maintaining the functions and services of the ecosystem. For example, pollina-
tion and seed dispersal (mutualistic), predation and parasitism (antagonistic),
are biotic interactions having strong eect in sustaining the ecosystem. Con-
sidering the case of pollination networks, plants and pollinators reciprocally
exploit the benets (e.g. cross-fertilisation and nectar harvest) at certain lev-
els of energetic or nutrient costs (Memmott, 1999), beneting to the tness of
involved species (Bascompte et al. (2003); Bascompte et al. (2006)). Plants
gain fertilization in the transfer of their pollen grains from their anther to their
stigma by pollinators, in return the pollinators benet from the plants' nectar,
eshy pulp, fragrance etcetera (Memmott, 1999). As such, mutualistic interac-
tions can be important for enhancing and maintaining ecosystem biodiversity
(Bascompte and Jordano, 2006).
The representation of ecological interactions in form of networks where species
represents the nodes and links the interactions, have been a substantial break-
through in the understanding of the ecological systems. These networks of
interactions are complex, hence mathematical theories and analytical power
have enabled useful insight into understanding the ecological and evolution-
ary processes of species interactions, shaping the ecosystem. With the advent
of computers and increased computing power, more data on ecological inter-
actions have being collected, enabling simulations of real communities to be
carried out. These advantages have lead to dierent kinds of model and anal-
ysis to be presented by many researchers in explaining the observed network
structures.
1
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As a result of species interactions, dierent network structures emerge in mutu-
alistic networks. Commonly studied network structures that go beyond simple
topologies of a network are nestedness and modularity (Fortuna et al. (2010);
Sebastián-González et al. (2014)). Nestedness accounts for how species with
few interaction partners (specialists) interact with a subset of species with more
partners (generalists) (Bascompte et al., 2003), while modularity explains how
species cluster into modules or compartments with species interacting more
frequently in modules than expected by chance (Dicks et al. (2002); Olesen
et al. (2007)). These network structures play crucial role in the stability and
persistence of mutualistic networks (Okuyama and Holland (2008); Thébault
and Fontaine (2010); Staniczenko et al. (2010); Allesina and Tang (2012);
James et al. (2012)). For instance, highly nested structures in mutualistic
communities not only can maintain, or rather are associated with, enhanced
species richness (Bastolla et al. (2009); but see James et al. (2012)), but also
are robust to habitat loss (Fortuna and Bascompte, 2006) and random extinc-
tion of the species (Burgos et al., 2007). Compartmentalised structures mini-
mizes the destabilizing eect in mutualistic communities (Allesina and Tang,
2012). Although complementary relationship is evident between nestedness
and modularity (Fortuna et al., 2010), a full understanding of the mechanisms
that underlie their emergence is not yet attained.
In explaining the structural emergence of ecological networks, there have being
studies based on evolutionary history (Rezende et al. (2007); Nuismer et al.
(2013); Minoarivelo et al. (2014)) and ecological ttings of species rewiring
(Zhang et al. (2011); Suweis et al. (2013)). Adaptive rewiring also known
as adaptive interaction switch has being reported to occur among species in
response to resource availability (Valdovinos et al., 2010). Some evidences
have shown that species switch interaction partners in search for resources
(Petanidou et al., 2008). Since mutualism is a reciprocal exploitation, rewiring
of feeding partners t the concept of optimal and adaptive foraging theory
where species are adaptively changing their diet according to protability, en-
counter rate and past experience (Stephens and Krebs (1986); Fossette et al.
(2011); Zhang and Hui (2014)). Therefore, behavioural adaptation of species in
switching interaction partners could potentially be a key process by which nest-
edness and modularity emerge in a mutualistic community, aecting the com-
munity's persistence and stability (Kondoh (2003); Staniczenko et al. (2010);
Valdovinos et al. (2010)).
Ecological communities including Islands harbour a variety of endemic and
alien species, with the species richness varying from one island to the other
largely due to changes in island size and isolation (MacArthur and Wilson,
1967). Dierent oras and faunas, found on islands interact among themselves
to gain food, support and reproduction, thereby diversifying in abundance.
Even as alien species are being introduced into the islands, the aliens involve in
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the interactions with native species and endemic species (Traveset et al., 2013),
leading to a complex assemblage of the interactions. Island characteristic such
as size, isolation, age, elevation can have eect on the network structures
(Roura-Pascual et al., 2016). These geographical factors can potentially shape
the structures observed on Islands.
Anthropogenic changes consisting of human induced processes aect the com-
position of species in the community (Sole and Montoya, 2001). Processes like
habitat restoration and introduction of alien species can have inuence in the
functions and services of the ecosystem. These processes can lead to extinc-
tion of species, imposing a great threat to ecosystem biodiversity (Sala et al.,
2000). Human disturbances/impacts and sampling eort greatly aect com-
munity networks, as such they can be important factors determining network
structures (Tylianakis et al. (2008); Rivera-Hutinel et al. (2012); Sebastián-
González et al. (2014)).
1.2 Problem statement
The maintenance and sustenance of the ecosystem functions and services is
crucial as many species are threatened. Loss of interactions of one species can
lead to the loss of the other species depending on it for food. Even habitat
degeneration can lead to cascading eect on the species. This makes species in-
teraction an important process in the ecosystem that needs to be conserved to
ensure the diversity of species. Therefore species interactions are crucial, lead-
ing to the emergence of structures that stabilize the community. Our potential
hypothesis is in the light of previous network models of species interactions,
where adaptive rewiring has predicted the emergence of network structures
such as nestedness and modularity in mutualistic and antagonistic networks,
leading to stability of the networks (Zhang et al. (2011); Suweis et al. (2013);
Nuwagaba et al. (2015)). Concurrently, anthropogenic and geographic factors
can have eect in explaining the observed network structures (Rivera-Hutinel
et al. (2012); Sebastián-González et al. (2014); Roura-Pascual et al. (2016)).
1.3 Research question
Despite the eorts to comprehend the emergence of network structures, a gen-
eral concensus on the underlying mechanism is yet unattained. With this
problem in mind, we seek to address three research questions:
1. how do models that incorporates adaptive interaction switches explain
the emergence of network structures like nestedness and modularity?
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2. can geographic factors have eect in accounting for the emergence of
network structures?
3. to what extent do anthropogenic disturbance/changes aect or lead to
the emergence of network structures?
1.4 Aims and objectives
The structure of a community can alter and foster its stability to perturbations
(Okuyama and Holland, 2008). Using the pollination data collected from 10
Galápagos islands, our goal is to understand the emergence of network struc-
tures from these ecological communities. To achieve this goal, we want to
1. determine the predictive power of Lotka-Volterra mutualism models that
incorporates intra and inter specic competition of species, behaviour of
species (adaptive rewiring), linear and non-linear feeding relationships
(Hollings type I and type II functional responses), in explaining the ob-
served network structures.
2. determine the eect of geographic factors like island size (area), isolation
(nearest distance), age and elevation combined with the model predic-
tions in explaining the observed network structures.
3. determine the eect of human population size and their sampling eort
in the emergence of structures.
1.5 Thesis overview
Having introduced the background and stated our problem, highlighted the
uprising research questions and explained the main aim of our studies in this
Chapter, we now move on to understanding the literature of what has being
done and studied in this eld by other authors in Chapter 2. Thereafter, in
Chapter 3, we give a description of our study system and the development
of the Adaptive Interaction Switch (AIS) models. We will then use these
AIS models to predict the observed structures by simulations and then we
state and discuss the results. In chapter 4, we will investigate the eect of
environmental variables (geographic and anthropogenic factors) in explaining
the observed structures. Statistically, we will analyse the resulting data and
discuss the results. Lastly, we conclude in Chapter 5, giving a summary of the
work done, limitations in this study and further extensions of this study.
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Literature Review
In the 19th century, appreciable works have been done by many authors start-
ing from the earliest works of Lotka-Voltera, May, MacArthur, Erdos and
Renyi, Hollings, to the latest ones. These works serve as the foundation upon
which we build our theoretical studies in this thesis. In this Chapter, we will
give a review of what is know and has been done by other researchers as well
as dening some key terms of our focus. We start with a section on the de-
scription of ecological interactions that yields complex networks. Thereafter
we give details and properties of complex networks and briey describe some
network models. From there, we look into the structures of complex networks,
focusing more on the structures of mutualistic networks. Dynamical models
incorporating functional responses that have been used before will be high-
lighted more importantly on adaptive rewiring of species interactions. Since
we are looking at the network structures of Galápagos islands, we will briey
explain island biogeography and relate it with other environmental variables
we are considering. Last but not the least, we will explore the measures of
stability of network structures.
2.1 Ecological Interactions
Ecological interactions are prevalent in the ecosystem. They occur between
and within the biotic and abiotic components of the ecosystem, persisting for a
long time. Species in the ecosystem engage in interactions directly or indirectly
to sustain their biodiversity and maintain their functions in the ecosystem
(Newman et al., 2011). Food, shelter, reproduction among other functions of
ecosystem are obtained through the interactions of species. Most interactions
can be on a long term basis, sustaining species richness and stabilizing the
community. Unlike non-interacting studies to ecology (Alonso et al., 2006),
species in the ecosystem interact in maintaining the ecosystem biodversity.
Species interactions can also be seen as energy ow from one species to the
5
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other, like in food webs. There are two kinds of interactions namely: in-
traspecic and interspecic interactions in the ecosystem, the former is the
interaction between individuals of the same species while the latter is the in-
teraction between individuals of dierent species. A species interaction could
have a positive, negative or neutral eect on the other partner species (Ta-
ble 2.1). Based on this kind of eect, we can divide ecological interactions
into ve types: Mutualistic, Antagonistic, Competition, Commensalism and
Ammensalism interactions (Figs. 2.1 and 2.2).
Table 2.1: Types of ecological interactions and the eect each type has on the species
involved in the interaction. Eects ranges from positive, negative to neutral outcomes.
For example, mutualism has a positve eect on both specie A and species B.






Species interactions can be one way (unipartite) or two ways (bipartite) in
nature. More detail will be discussed later.
Mutualistic interactions is a two way interaction in the ecosystem, having
benecial eects on the species involved, for example pollination and seed
dispersal (Fig. 2.1). Studies have shown that mutualistic interactions foster
biodiversity (Bastolla et al., 2009), because most of tropical plants (almost 90%
of plants) depend on animals for their seed dispersal (Jordano et al., 2000).
Examples of pollinators are hoveries, solitary bees, bumble bees, bats or birds
(Memmott, 1999) (Fig. 2.1).
Ecological interactions have given rise to complex networks, so in the next
section, we will describe the emerging complex networks.
2.2 Complex Networks
The way in which species in a community interact can be likened to a network
where the nodes of the network are the dierent species and the links of the
network are the species interactions. Many species and their interactions have
given rise to hundreds and thousands of nodes and links making the network
complex. Complex networks not only occur in ecological interactions but are
also evident in social interactions, internet, World Wide Web, physical and
many other biological interactions (Table 2.2). Therefore a network approach
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(a) Honey bee (b) Hovery (c) Bumblebee
(d) Solitory bee (e) Pollinator bird (f) Black bird
Figure 2.1: Mutualistic interactions between plants and animals. (a)-(e) are pollina-
tion and (f) is seed dispersal (Severns (2016); Cole (2016); Tribune (2016); Batra
(2016); Tutorvista (2016); Moore (2001)).
to studying complex system is fundamental in uncovering the uprising features
of the system and their properties. Dierent studies of complex networks have
showed common features attributed to these complex networks (Dunne et al.
(2002); Newman et al. (2011)).
Table 2.2: Examples of complex networks, their nodes and links.
Complex networks Nodes Links
Food webs Species Ecological interactions
World Wide Web Web pages/HTML document Hyper-links
Internet Routers/Computers Physical or Wireless links
Cell Chemicals Chemical interactions
Social network Human beings Social relationships
Nervous system Nerve cells Axons
Social science Individual Social interactions
Scientic publication Papers Citations to the paper
The easiest form of complex network are random graphs introduced by two
mathematicians Paul Erdos and Alfred Renyi in 1959, nevertheless, the theory
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(a) Intraspecies competition (b) Interspecies competition
(c) Plant herbivory (d) Predator Prey
Figure 2.2: Ecological interactions: (a) and (b) are competition; (c) and (d) are
antagonistic interactions (Mohammed (2016); Manaster (2016); Bar-Yam (2016a);
Bar-Yam (2016b)).
of graphs was introduced in the 18th century by Leonhard Euler. We will now
dene graphs and its elements.
2.2.1 Graph
A graph is an ordered pair of set G = {N,E}, where N is the set of nodes or
vertices of the graph and E is the set of edges or links that connects two nodes
in the graph. For example, Fig. 2.3b has 5 nodes and 6 edges. Here, we also
refer to graphs as networks. For instance, in ecological network, the nodes are
the species and the links are the interactions.
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(a) Bipartite graph (b) Unipartite graph
Figure 2.3: Graph types
2.2.1.1 Types of graph
Based on the mode of interaction of species in a network, a graph can be uni-
partite or bipartite (Fig. 2.3). In a unipartite graph, interactions are among
the species (Fig 2.3b) just like in food webs but in a bipartite graph, species
interact between not within themselves (Fig 2.3a). This makes plant-animal
mutualistic network to be described as a bipartite graph. For example plant-
pollinator, plant seed-dispersal, plant-ant (Fig. 2.1) are mutualistic communi-
ties that have being represented using bipartite graphs ( Jordano et al. (2003);
Bascompte et al. (2003); Bascompte et al. (2006)). Irrespective of the type of
interaction, common properties are attributed to complex networks.
2.2.2 Properties of complex networks
Complex networks exhibit certain properties with respect to their form and
shape. We will briey explain four of the properties namely: small worlds,
clustering, degree distribution and resilience.
2.2.2.1 Small worlds
This property describes the distance between two nodes in a complex network.
This distance is a short path length, equivalent to the number of links between
the two nodes. Although the size of complex networks can be large, they still
have a small world property (Milgram, 1967). In a network with no direction
(e.g Fig. 2.3b), the mean shortest distance between pairs of nodes in the
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where dij is the shortest distance from node i to j and N is the number of
vertices (Latora and Marchiori, 2001).
2.2.2.2 Clustering
Watts and Strogatz (1998) came up with the concept of clustering coecient






where ki represents the number of links to node i, and Ei is the links that
exists between ki nodes. For the whole network, the clustering coecient C is
given by the average of all each Ci. In random graph, the clustering coecient
is the same as the probability of generating the graph.
2.2.2.3 Degree distribution
The nodes in a complex network do not have the same degree (that is number of
links to a node). These nodes can be characterised by a probability distribution
function P (k) that a node selected at random has k links. Random graphs have
poisson distribution for its degree, but other complex networks have power-law
degree distributions, that is
P (k) ∼ k−γ , (2.2.3)
where k is the degree and γ is the degree exponent, usually in the range
2 < γ < 3. Networks having power-law degree distributions are scale-free
(Barabási and Albert, 1999).
2.2.2.4 Network resilience
This property is a network's resilience to the removal of a node. Albert et al.
(2000) examined the eect of the removal of nodes from internet and World
Wide Web networks. These networks were highly resistant to the removal of
nodes with few links but became vulnerable to loss of other nodes when nodes
with many links were removed.
With these network properties in mind, certain network models have being put
forward in understanding complex networks. We now consider some network
models that was studied before.
2.2.3 Network models
Over the years, network modelling have progressed from the simplest form of
complex networks - random graphs to models like small world models and scale
free models of complex networks.
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2.2.3.1 Random network models
The rst model attempt to represent random network was by Solomono and
Rapoport (1951). They developed a random net model (Rapoport, 1957).
Years later, Erdös and Rényi (1959) came up with a model called random graph
(Erdös and Rényi (1959); Erdös and Rényi (1960); Erdös and Rényi (1961)).
Random graphs are the easiest form of complex networks. This random graph





that given N nodes of a graph, any two nodes are connected by a link or
an edge. This simple construction of a random graph has posed questions, to
determine if complex networks like food webs, follow the same random pattern
of network generation by Erdös and Rényi. Some other mathematicians also
studied random graphs (Karo«ski (1982); Bollobás (1998)) and from their
studies, many exact and approximate results have being obtained. Complex
networks have their unique patterns but if they deviate from random graphs,
then, there is a need to quantify the observed pattern by developing other
tools. In recent years, networks from various systems are observed to be non-
random in nature, therefore mechanisms that account for their pattern are
being investigated.
2.2.3.2 Small world models
Motivated by the high clustering of nodes and small average shortest path
length in a complex network, Watts and Strogatz (1998) proposed a small
world model. They achieved this by starting with a network of N nodes (for
example, a ring lattice) where all the nodes are connected to their nearest k
neigbours, having k
2
links on either side of the node, given that N  k 
ln(N) 1. Then with a certain probability p, they randomly rewire each link
in the network in such a way that a node connected to itself and repetition of
links are avoided.
Erdös and Rényi random graphs are limited in the sense that they give low
clustering coecient, in contrast, Watts and Strogatz model show high clus-
tering coecient as seen in real networks.
2.2.3.3 Scale free models
Scale free models are due to the power law degree distribution of complex
networks. In an attempt to capture the network dynamics rather than focusing
on network topologies only as in the case of Erdös and Rényi (ER) and Watts
and Strogatz (WS) models, Barabási and Albert (1999) developed a scale free
network model. Their success was based on two limitations in ER and WS
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models. First is that ER and WS models has a xed number of nodes N , which
is not the case of real networks that grows through the addition of a new node.
Secondly, ER and WS models assumes that the probability that a node is
connected does not depend on the degree of the node, which does not depict
real network, because most real networks show a preferential attachment in
the way a node is connected. Motivated by these two mechanisms, growth and
preferential attachment, Barabasi and Albert (BA) developed scale free model
with power-law degree distribution.
The BA model begins with a small number of nodes n0, then at every time
step, a new node is added to the system. This new node connects to other
nodes through n links where n ≤ n0. The probability that the new node will
be connected to a certain node ni depends on the degree ki of the node. This





Therefore, this will result to a network with n0 + t nodes and nt links after t
time steps.
The way nodes and links are organized in a complex network give rise to
dierent structures which we will go through in the next section.
2.3 Structures of Complex Networks
Species interact in a structured way (Bascompte et al. (2003); Montoya et al.
(2006); Pascual and Dunne (2006); Okuyama and Holland (2008); Bastolla
et al. (2009)) unlike the random pattern reported by May (1973) and Chesson
(2000). For example, the structure of social network can aect the spread of in-
formations on it. Structures like degree distribution, network size, nestedness
and modularity are evident in most complex networks. Now we choose to nar-
row down to the structures pertaining to ecological networks, most especially
mutualistic networks.
2.3.1 Structures of Mutualistic Networks
Mutualistic interactions between plants and animals have generally evolved dif-
ferent structures in the community. As plants provide resources like pollens,
oral parts, nectar, fragrances and eshy pulp to animals when they interact,
so also animals like hoveries, solitary bees, bumble bees, bats or birds (Mem-
mott, 1999); Fig. 2.1) assist in moving reproduction gametes from the male to
the female part of the plant (Proctor et al. (1996); Jordano (1987)). Recent
work has shown how network of mutualistic interactions coevolve (Memmott
(1999); Jordano et al. (2003); Bascompte et al. (2003); Vázquez and Aizen
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(2004)). These studies are important in comprehending the coevolution and
persistence of species assemblages. Mutualistic networks have shaped biodi-
versity (Ehrlich and Raven (1964); Thompson (1994)) and so, we now dive
into how structural properties inuences mutualistic communitites.
2.3.1.1 Community size
Community size is the total number of species in a community. It is also know
as species diversity. Jordano (1987) conducted a quantitative study by as-
sembling 36 pollination and 19 seed dispersal networks from published sources
and described the distribution of interaction between the mutualistic species.
From his study, he found that number of interactions increased faster in seed
dispersal than in pollination networks with increase in size of the networks.
Also, as the number of mutualistic species increases, the number of interac-
tion increases but connectance decreases exponentially. Bastolla et al. (2009)
quantied the eect of network structure on the number of species that stably
coexist in the community. Although May (1973) proposed that community
size has a negative relationship on stability of foodwebs, Okuyama and Hol-
land (2008) showed that increases in community size increased the stability of
the community.
2.3.1.2 Connectance
Connectance is the proportion of realised links or interactions in a network.





where I, P and A are the numbers of interactions, plants and animals respec-
tively. For example the connectance of Genovesa network (Fig. 2.4) is 0.11,
having 16 plants, 37 animals and 64 interactions. This structure was studied
by Jordano (1987). In his work, connectance decreased as species were added
to a network. In other words, connectance decreased with size although the
number of interactions increased with size. Olesen et al. (2007) found that
connectance increased with nestedness and decreased with modularity.
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Figure 2.4: Genovesa island network
2.3.1.3 Strength and asymmetry
Strength or dependence of a network is the value of the extent to which plants
and animals depend on each other for food and nourishment, that is the rela-
tive interaction strength between the plants and the animals (Jordano, 1987).
For example, percentage of visits recorded or percentage of seed ingested by
the plants and animals, including the reproductive eect of the species (Jor-
dano (1987); Vázquez et al. (2005a)). Jordano (1987) found that dependence
decreased with increase in size of mutualist partners.
Studies have shown that mutualistic communities have many weak intearac-
tions and few strong interactions (Memmott (1999); Bascompte et al. (2006);
Vázquez et al. (2007)). Therefore, mutualistic networks are asymmetric, facil-
itating biodversity and can improve long term coexistence of the species (Bas-
compte et al., 2006). By investigating the eect of the weak dependencies,
Bascompte et al. (2006) compiled 19 plant-pollinator and 7 plant-frugivores
networks from artic and tropical communities, to understand the organisation
of these network and how these networks coexist. They calculated an asymme-








where dPi,j is the dependence of plant i on animal j, d
A
j,i is the dependence of
animal j on plant i and max(dPi,j, d
A
j,i) is the maximum between the two depen-
dence values. From their results, the frequency distribution of dependences
were skewed to the right for both pollination and seed dispersals networks,
having a few strong dependencies and so many weak ones. This is in accor-
dance with the work of Jordano (1987). Generally, Bascompte et al. (2006)
advocated for a weak dependence in species interaction, to achieve stable co-
existence between the mutualistic species.
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2.3.1.4 Degree distribution
The degree of a species in a network is the number of links or interactions it
has with other species in the network. Therefore, the frequency distribution
of the degrees of all species in the network is the degree distribution of the
network. Mutualistic networks have being shown to have a power law degree
distribution given by
P (k) ∼ k−γ , 2 < γ < 3 (2.3.3)
where k is the degree and γ is the degree exponent which increases with con-
nectivity of a network (Okuyama and Holland, 2008). Species strength is the
quantitative extension of species degree. Species can have equal degree but
various strengths of interactions (Bascompte et al., 2006).
2.3.1.5 Nestedness
Mutualistic networks have being found to be nested (Bascompte et al. (2003);
Guimarães et al. (2006); Guimarães et al. (2007); Lewinsohn et al. (2006);
Ollerton et al. (2007)). The word nestedness was adopted from island bio-
geography to shed more light on how species are redistributed among a set of
islands (Atmar and Patterson, 1993), by thinking of a plant as an island that
contains several animals on it. Nestedness in a mutualistic network is when
specialists species interact with a proper subset of species that interacts with
generalists (e.g Fig 2.5a). In order words, nestedness moves from species that
interacts with one species, and gradually attain species that interacts with all
species (Bascompte and Jordano, 2006).
By analysing 27 plant-frugivores and 25 plant-pollinators network, Bascompte
et al. (2003) showed that mutualistic networks are highly nested. To explain
nested structures, studies have shown that nestedness emerge as a result of
species abundance (Vázquez et al., 2005b), geographic coevolution (Thomp-
son, 2005), past evolutionary history (Minoarivelo et al., 2014). Bastolla et al.
(2009) has shown that nestedness reduces competition between the interacting
species and that nestedness will emerge if a new species entering a commu-
nity where competition is small, interacts with generalist species. Although
some studies have shown the destabilizing eect of nestedness (Allesina and
Tang (2012); James et al. (2012)), nevertheless, mutualistic communities with
high nested structures gradually evolve, not only increasing the species biodi-
versity (Bastolla et al., 2009) but also stabilizing the community (Okuyama
and Holland (2008); Thébault and Fontaine (2010); Staniczenko et al. (2010)).
Nogales et al. (2015) found high nestedness in the seed dispersal networks of
Canary islands, which prevented community disassembly, more importantly,
extinction of rare species.
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Almeida-Neto et al. (2008) developed a metric for computing nestedness of a
network, based on decreasing ll (DF) and paired overlap (PO) of the entries
of the network. Representing the network in form of a binary matrix, DF
can either be 0 or 100 depending on the marginal total (MT) of the rows or
columns of the matrix. That is for rows i, j in the matrix,
DFij =
{
1 if MT j < MT i
0 if MT j ≥MT i
, (2.3.4)
and POij in the rows i, j is the percentage of 1's in row j that overlaps with













where NODF is Nestedness metric based on overlap and decreasing ll; Npaired =
DFij × POij for all the combinations of rows P and columns A. NODF value
can either be 0 (no nestedness) or 1 (perfect nestedness). For example, Figs.
2.5a and 2.4 have nestedness values of 1 and 0.17 respectively.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.5: Network structures representing nestedness and modularity, where each
box represents an interaction between plants and pollinators. (a) is a perfectly nested
network, having interaction A which is between a generalist plant and a generalist
pollinator, and interaction B, between a specialist plant and a generalist pollinator.
(b) is a compartmentalised network.
2.3.1.6 Modularity
Modularity explains how species interact more frequently in modules or com-
partment than expected by chance. These modules are link dense regions in a
network (e.g. Fig. 2.5b). This means that modularity is the extent to which
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species interaction are organised into modules, where a species is more linked
closely to the species in the same module with it, than with species in other
modules of a network.
Paine (1963) and May (1972) searched for compartments in food webs and
they argued on the eect of compartmentalisation in the stability of food
webs. Paine (1963) noted compartments stabilizes a food web community but
this was opposed by May (1972), that compartmentalized structures destabi-
lize the community. Jordano (1987) observed 7 assemblages in his study of 55
networks, noting that compartments increased with size. In the analysis of 51
networks by Olesen et al. (2007), networks more than 150 species were mod-
ular, showing that modularity increases with the size of a network. Recently,
Nogales et al. (2015) explored the network structure of modularity on seed
dispersal networks of Galápagos islands. In their study, high modularity was
reported for Galápagos networks, minimizing the risk of extinction cascades.














where NM is the number of modules in the network; L is the number of links
in the network; ls is the number of links in a module s; ds is the sum of the
degree of the nodes in module s. To look for partitions with high modularity,
Guimera and Amaral (2005) used simulated annealing, a stochatic optimiza-
tion algorithm in getting the best determination of modules. This they did
by directly maximizing equation (2.3.6). Simulated annealing allowed for low
cost in the computation of modularity.
Having considered the structures of mutualistic networks, we now move on to
dynamical models describing species interaction in the next section.
2.4 Dynamic Network Models
Mutualistic communities are dynamic systems where species frequently enter
and exit leading to the establishment of interactions, extinctions and varying
densities of species. Models describing changes in population densities of the
interacting species have being put forward (May, 1981). This moves beyond
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where N is the population density of the species, r is the per capita growth
rate, K is the carrying capacity and dN
dt
is the rate of change of population
densities.
By modifying equation (2.4.2), changes in densities of mutualistic species have
being represented through Lotka-Voltera competition model, including the mu-










Ni + f(Nj) , (2.4.3)
where Ni is the density of species i, ri is the per capita growth rate of species
i in the absence of competition and mutualism, Nj is the densities of partner
species, αij is the competition term and f(Nj) is the saturation to the growth
rate of i by the densities of j, that is the functional response.
We now describe models with functional response and because species are
adaptively changing their diets due to resource availability, models incorpo-
rating adaptive rewiring will be discussed.
2.4.1 Functional Responses
Functional response depicts the per-capita growth rate of one population vary-
ing as a function of the density of another population. There are three types
of functional responses namely: Type I, II and III (Holling, 1959). Type I is a
linear functional response denoted by
f(N) = βN , (2.4.4)





where N is the species density, β represents the mutualistic benets obtained
from the interaction, h denotes the handling time, k is an exponent that dif-
ferentiates type II (k = 1) from type III (k > 1) (Fig. 2.6).
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Figure 2.6: Types of functional responses.
Linear functional response in mutualism models is ever increasing mutual bene-
ts with increasing population sizes, leading to unbounded population growth.
In large densities of species, linear functional response may not be suitable
in representing the per capita growth rates of species. Therefore, nonlinear
functional response play a realistic role here, not only limiting the maximum
growth rate, but preventing divergence in large densities of species (that is, the
denominator of equation (2.4.5)) (Rosenzweig and MacArthur (1963); Tilman
(1982); Holland et al. (2002)).
Bascompte et al. (2006) advocated for weak interaction strength in models
with linear functional response, for stable coexistence of species. In contrast,
Holland et al. (2006) argued that model with non-linear functional response
does not need weak interaction strength for coexistence of the species. They
noted that, if the handling time and all other parameters are positive, there
will be equilibrium in the densities of the species. Models with linear functional
response assumes weak interactions for stability (Bascompte et al., 2006), oth-
erwise the continuous positive feedback of mutualism makes the community
unstable as in case of May (1973)'s model which categorized mutualistic net-
works as destabilizing. By adding nonlinear functional response to the model
of mutualistic networks, the community becomes stable (Holland et al. (2006);
Okuyama and Holland (2008); Bastolla et al. (2009)). Non-linear functional
response incorporates a real feature of a species abundance and how the abun-
dance of other mutualistis species saturates the increase in the species abun-
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dance (Holland et al., 2002). Hence, mutualistic communities with non-linear
functional response always have stable steady states while those with linear
functional response has local stable steady states if the interactions between
species are weak or aymmetric.
2.4.2 Adaptive Interaction Switch (AIS) models
Due to resource availability and environmental pertubations, mutualistic species
switch their interaction partners. For example, pollinators switch the plants
they interact with, as in Whittall and Hodges (2007). The structure of pollina-
tion network change in a continuous manner as a result of resource availability
to pollinators and plants, giving rise to a behavioural switching of resources and
stabilizing communities. For instance switching stabilized food webs (Kondoh,
2003).
Zhang et al. (2011) used an adaptive interaction switch model to predict nest-
edness in 81 mutualistic real networks. This switching algorithm focused on
a species tness by allowing the species to switch to highly benecial species
and discard less benecial ones. Moreover, it can be likened to Alfred Russel
Wallace's natural selection through the elimiantion of unt species. Concur-
rently, as less benecial species are eliminated, new species are being tried out.
Nestedness was robustly predicted through this switching algorithm, account-
ing for 73% variation in the observed structure. Also, in the 61 antagonist real
networks studied by Nuwagaba et al. (2015), an adaptive rewiring and ran-
dom drift model (just as in Zhang et al. (2011)) was used to predict network
structures of nestedness, modularity and node-degree distribution. The hybrid
rule of adaptation plus random drift accounted for more than 90% and 50%
variations in the observed modularity and nestedness respectively. In fact,
more than 98% of the real networks had no signicant dierence between the
observed and predicted node degree distribution.
An optimization based interaction switch was proposed by Suweis et al. (2013).
In their analytical analysis, nested structures emerged through the maximiza-
tion of species richness at equilibrium in a mutualistic community. In addition,
their analytic and numerical techniques showed that an increase in the abun-
dance of a species leads to increase in the total number of species and hence
increase in the nestedness of the network.
In the networks that Jordano (1987) studied, he noted that distribution of
interactions might depend on species tness within the compartments, and
the eecting of tness can determine the intensity of interaction and diversity.
Therefore species can switch to maximize its tness gain. Rewiring is not only
shifts in interactions but also in intensity of interactions (Tylianakis et al.,
2007). Although Gilljam et al. (2015) argued the negative eect of species
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rewiring by using 7 natural and theoretical food webs, where they found that
rewiring is more likely to aggravate the eect of species loss. Nevertheless,
Kaiser-Bunbury et al. (2010) noted that rewiring improved the robustness of
networks to species extinction.
Having discussed the dynamical models of changes in species density and mod-
els incorporating species rewiring, we now move on to environmental variables
that can aect the network structures in one way or the other.
2.5 Environmental Variables
The theory of island biogeography has helped in investigating the factors that
aect the diversity of species on islands. Island size (area) and isolation (dis-
tance from the mainland) as identied by MacArthur and Wilson (1967) have
played a prominent role in determining the number of species on islands. Size
aects the extinction rate of species, meaning that large islands have low rate
of extinction and small islands have high rate of extinction, this can be as a
result of competition for resources. Isolation aects immigration rate, that is
close islands have high rate of immigration and far islands have low rate of
immigration. Therefore, immigration and extinction rates aects the species
richness, the former increases the species richness through the introduction
of new species on the islands while the latter reduces species richness. Also,
high species richness on an island can reduce immigration rate and increase
extinction rate. Hence, stability in the species richness is attained when the
immigration rate equals extinction rate (Fig. 2.7).
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Figure 2.7: Island biogeography theory showing the immigration and extinction rates
with species richness. E1 is the equilibrium point for species richness in far and small
islands, E2 is the equilibrium point for species richness in close and small islands,
E3 is the equilibrium point for species richness in far and large islands and E4 is the
equilibrium point for species richness in close and large islands.
Roura-Pascual et al. (2016) studied the distribution and diversity of ants on
102 islands. They found that island area and distance individually accounted
for more than 50% variation in native ant richness. Trøjelsgaard et al. (2013)
found an humped shaped pattern in the relationship between plant species
richness and island age from the Canary islands. Studying the community
assembly on Hawaiian islands, Rominger et al. (2015) found modularity of
the networks to increase with age while nestedness decreased with age of the
islands.
Rivera-Hutinel et al. (2012) investigated the eect of sampling eort on net-
work structures using 10 plant-pollinator networks, comprising of 186 plants
and 336 pollinators. From their analysis, network structures were aected by
sampling eorts. Sebastián-González et al. (2014) tested for the eect of hu-
mans in network structure and they found that areas with high human impact
were more nestedness and less modular.
In the next section, we now consider how stability of mutualistic networks are
measured.
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2.6 Measures of Stability
A major focus on ecological networks is their stability. Over several years,
empirical and theoretical studies have focused on mechanisms to stabilize a
community. Kaiser-Bunbury et al. (2010) investigated the stability of two
mutualistic networks taking into account their behavioural shifts in the com-
munities. According to Bascompte and Jordano (2006), there are two stability
approach in community dynamics:
1. Demographic stability: revolves round a local stability with the steady
states. Describing little perturbations around the steady state will in-
crease or decrease in time (May, 1972).
2. Topological stability: This approach checks for stability of a network by
the removal of nodes (Pimm (1979); Paine (1980); Amaral et al. (2000)).
Comprehending how ecological communities respond to pertubations is crucial,
because the perturbations can either amplify or die out. Due to the complex
nature of ecological communities, several measures of stability are used in-
cluding asymptotic stability, resilience, persistence, robustness, resistance to
invasions among others. (Pimm (1984); McCann (2000); Ives and Carpenter
(2007); Allesina and Tang (2012); Donohue et al. (2013)). We now give a brief
description of some of these measures of stability.
2.6.1 Asymptotic Stability
This is the earliest measure of ecological stability. It is measured by the max-
imum real part of the eigenvalue (max(Re(λ))) of a Jacobian matrix or inter-
action matrix at the equilibrium densities. If max(Re(λ)) is negative, then the
system is stable, meaning that small perturbations from the steady states will
dampen, converging back to the equilibrium density. Otherwise if max(Re(λ))
is positive, the system is unstable, meaning that there will be amplication in
any small perturbation from equilibrium, which can lead to loss of species in
the community. (May (1973); Allesina and Tang (2012); Feng and Takemoto
(2014)).
2.6.2 Resilience
If the maximum real part of the eigenvalue (max(Re(λ))) of a Jacobian matrix
is negative, then the absolute value, |max(Re(λ))| gives the resilience of the
matrix or network. The time taken for a network to recover from perturbation
is given by the inverse 1|max(Re(λ))| . Therefore systems that return to equilibrium
on time are said to be resilient. (Thébault and Fontaine (2010); Okuyama and
Holland (2008)).
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2.6.3 Persistence
Persistence is the total number of coexisting species that did not go extinct
at the equilibrium densities in the system. (Bascompte et al. (2006); Bastolla
et al. (2009); Thébault and Fontaine (2010)).
2.6.4 Robustness
Measured in a system as its ability to resist extinction cascades when a target
species is removed from the system (Kaiser-Bunbury et al., 2010).
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Adaptive Interaction Switch
Models and Study system
Adaptive Interaction Switch (AIS) models also known as adaptive rewiring
models have being reported to predict the emergence of network structures as
we have discussed in Chapter 2. By using the data collected from Galápagos
Islands, we will now predict the emergence of network structures from these
data. We start o this Chapter by giving a description of our study system
and then we will describe the development and outcomes of the models.
3.1 Galápagos Islands/Study data
The Galápagos islands are located on the equator at the eastern pacic ocean
(with the coordinate 1◦40′N-1◦36′S, 89◦16′-92◦01′W), 960 km to the west of
Ecuador in South America (Fig. 3.1). There are 18 main islands and many
islets. Española island is the oldest, about 3-3.5 Million years ago (Ma) and
the most southern island, having about 163 km average distance from the other
main islands. The youngest island is Fernandina, which erupted about 0.035-
0.07 Ma (Poulakakis et al., 2012). This group of islands (archipelago) consist
of 7880 km2 of land, distributed across 45 000 km2 of ocean. The largest Island
is Isabela having an area of 4670 km2 with an elevation of 1.707 km. About 20
000 humans live in some of the islands which includes Floreana, Isabela, San
Cristóbal and Santa Cruz islands (Conservancy, 2016).
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Figure 3.1: Galapagos Islands.
The Galápagos ora consist of more than 1400 species of which 59% are aliens,
14% are endemic and 27% native vascular-plants (Jaramillo et al., 2012).
Species richness of the terrestial invertebrates constitutes 51% of the total
biodiversity (Herrera and Roque-Álbelo, 2012). Pollination data of visita-
tions was collected from a systematic survey of recording pollination events
on 10 islands, including Española, Fernandina, Floreana, Genovesa, Isabela,
Marchena, Pinta, San Cristóbal, Santa Cruz and Santiago islands (Traveset
et al., 2013). For each island, visitation interactions to owering plants were
sampled in February 2010 and 2011. In these samplings, the owering plants
were observed in a random way, classifying all ower-visiting animals as pol-
linators (Traveset et al., 2013). For each island, sampling eorts ranged from
6-109 hours (Table 3.1).
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Table 3.1: Environmental variables: P, A and I are the number of plants, animals,
and interactions respectively. C is the connectance (I/PA) ; SE is the sampling
eort measured in hours; ND is the nearest distance measured in km; AR is the
island area measured in km2; ME is the maximum elevation of the island measured
in km; AG is the age of the island measured in million years (Ma); HPS is human
population size.
3.2 Model Development
In developing our model, we make use of a qualitative representation of the
pollination data (considering a simplied case). Therefore, for each of the
islands, we convert the data to a binary matrix aij representing presence (aij =
1) or absence (aij = 0) of interaction between a plant and its pollinator (Table
3.1).
In this section, we will consider the dynamical model for changes in species
densities, the adaptive rewiring rules (stochasticity in the model), the numer-
ical simulations and how we assigned the model parameters, the null models
with no mechanism of interest and nally, we will give and discuss the obtained
results.
3.2.1 Dynamical description
To predict the observed structures of nestedness and modularity for each of
the island community, we use a network approach in representing the species
interaction in the community, where the nodes are the species and links are
the mutualistic interactions (Albert and Barabási, 2002). To capture the dy-
namical changes in the densities of the species, we employed a Lotka-Voltera
model of mutualism which incorporates inter and intra specic competition;
Holling's type I (linear) and type II (non-linear) functional responses; and
an adaptive behaviour of switching interaction partner (Holling (1959); May
(1981); Bascompte et al. (2006); Holland et al. (2006); Okuyama and Holland
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(2008); Bastolla et al. (2009); Zhang et al. (2011); Suweis et al. (2013)). Ma-
jorly, we adopted two algorithms of interaction switching, that is optimization
and elimination algorithms.
We represent the mutualistic networks as bipartite graphs, where plants are one
partite P and animals or pollinators the other partite A . Species in the same
partite are in competition with each other while they interact mutualistically
with species in the other partite (Bastolla et al. (2009); Suweis et al (2013)).
Suppose m is the number of plants species in partite P and n the number
of animals species in partite A, the population dynamics of these mutualistic



























ij PiAj , (3.2.2)
where Pi and Aj are the population densities of plant i and animal j, su-
perscripts (P ) and (A) represent plants and animals respectively. From the
right-hand side of both equations (3.2.1) and (3.2.2), the rst term depicts the
population growth where ri and rj are the per capita growth rates of species in
the absence of competition and mutualism; the second term of the equations
modies the species population by subtraction of the competition term α(P )ij




jj ) are the density-dependent
coecients of plants and animals respectively. Adding the mutualistic eect,
which is a linear functional response, the third term of the equations represent
the saturation to the benet of a species by the densities of its partner species,
where aij, is a binary interaction matrix which denotes whether a plant i in-
teracts with an animal j (aij = 1) or not (aij = 0); the preference matrix vij
depicts the probability of an interaction whenever an animal j meets a plant
i; the mutualistic interaction strength (benet) matrix β(P )ij and β
(A)
ij describe
the benets obtained by a plant i from an animal j and by an animal j from
a plant i respectively.
Extending the above model to the one that incorporates the handling time h,
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where the parameters are dened in the same way as we did above. The
Holling's non-linear functional responses which is the third term in the right
hand side of equations (3.2.3) and (3.2.4) represent the saturation to the benet
of a species by the densities of the interacting species (Holland et al. (2006);
Okuyama and Holland (2008); Bastolla et al. (2009); Zhang et al. (2011);
Suweis et al. (2013)).
Note that equations (3.2.3 and 3.2.4) is equal to equations (3.2.1 and 3.2.2)
when h=0.
With these models above, we have described changes in species densities. Next
we now incorporate the behavioural adaptation of species into the model, that
is, adaptive interaction switch because species have being observed to switch
their interaction partners in response to resource availability and perturbations
from the environment. These switching or rewiring adds stochasticity to the
models.
3.2.2 Adaptive Rewiring Algorithms
We implement the adaptive behaviour of switching interaction partners using
two algorithms namely: elimination and optimization algorithms. Elimination
algorithm uses a principle of eliminating unt species that contributes least to
a species tness, by switching its interactions and then randomly trying out a
new species (Zhang et al., 2011) while the optimization algorithm employs a
strategy of increasing species richness at equilibrium through the interchange
of interaction strengths between species (Suweis et al., 2013).
In details, the elimination algorithm is implemented in this way: at every time
step, suppose a pollinator species j is randomly selected, then it terminates an
interaction with a plant species i that contributes least to its tness (that is
the least gain in the per capita population growth rate), and then a randomly
chosen plant species k that has no interaction with the pollinator species j
is assigned an interaction, keeping the number of interactions constant and
updating the preference value for the new assigning of interaction. Same pro-
cedure holds if a plant species is initially randomly selected. This process of
trying out new species ensures a behavioural adaptation for the species, be-
cause they would tend to interact with the species that give them more gain
and discard less benecial ones.
For the optimization algorithm, a randomly chosen species i with an existing
link to other species potentially switches its interaction and interchanges ben-
ets with the other species to maximize its abundance at equilibrium. The
switch is accepted if and only if, it does not lead to a decrease in the popula-
tion abundance of the species i, otherwise the switch would correspond to just
interchange of links. In this algorithm, increases in a species abundance leads
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to an increment in the population of the community.
With these constructions, our models are divided into four:
 Hollings type I, Elimination algorithm (IE);
 Hollings type II, Elimination algorithm (IIE);
 Hollings type I, Optimization algorithm (IO);
 Hollings type II, Optimization algorithm (IIO).
From here, we will now perform numerical simulations using the above four
AIS models to predict network structures.
3.2.3 Numerical Simulations and Parametrizations
We conducted the numerical simulations, solving the ordinary dierential equa-
tions with Runge-Kutta order 4 method with a step size of 0.01, using des-
olve package in R version 3.2.2 (R Development Core Team, http://www.r-
project.org). At every time step, the switching algorithms are implemented
and network structures are computed (see Appendix A). To capture the ob-
served levels of the network structures, we assigned the input parameters of
the models from various distributions such as uniform distribution - U(a,b),
normal distribution - N(µ, σ) and log-normal distribution - LN(µ, σ), where a
and b are minimum and maximum values, µ is the mean and σ is the standard
deviation.
In the numerical simulations of our four AIS models, the predictions of net-
work structures is obtained by incorporating the interaction switches and solv-
ing the ordinary dierential equations. Initial parameters (input) is assigned
as follows: we randomly generated the binary interaction matrix aij with the
numbers of plants, animals and interactions obtained from the empirical data;
initial population size densities is assigned to follow U(0, 1); intrinsic growth
rates ri, rj ∼ LN(0,0.1); the preference matrix vij ∼ U(0,1); the mutualistic in-
teraction strength (benet) matrices β(P )ij , β
(A)
ij ∼ |N(0,0.01)|; the competition
matrices α(P )ij , α
(A)
ij ∼ |N(0,0.01)| and we assigned the coecient of the density
dependences α(P )ii = 1, α
(A)
jj = 1. In the normal distribution, the choice of stan-
dard deviation of 0.01 for the inter-species interaction is to ensure co-existence
among the species, especially for the models with type I functional response
(IE and IO). The handling time for all species were assigned the same, that
is for models with type I and type II functional responses, h=0 and h=0.1
respectively, using equations (3.2.3) and (3.2.4).
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To identify groups of interacting species in each island, we computed for mod-
ularity. This provides insight into the structure of the mutualistic communi-
ties. (Olesen et al., 2007). For each island network, modularity partitioned
the species into dierent compartments or modules with species in the same
module interacting more often than expected. In achieving this partitioning,
we use simulated annealing in NETCARTO software to maximize the com-
puted modularity value for each island network (Guimera & Nunes Amaral
2005; Guimera & Amaral 2005). Also to account for how specialist species
interacted with a subset of generalist species, we used NODF2 nested function
from bipartite package in R (Almeida-Neto et al. 2008). NODF2 sorts the
interaction matrix before nding its nestedness.
Generally, we kept the number of interactions constant. In one simulation,
we simulated over 10 000 time steps, switching interactions in each time step.
Once a network structure has converged to its value, the model prediction
for this network structure is the average of the last 100 matrices. Because
the model is stochastic, we repeated the simulations for 100 times, capturing
dierent model predictions for each island network (see Table 3.2 and Table
3.4 for model predictions).
3.2.4 Null models
To know the signicance of the nestedness and modularity predictions from
the rewiring models, a comparison is needed with null models that have no
special mechanism of interest. To do this, we made use of two null models,
Null4 and Null5 from bipartite package in R. Null4 shues a binary matrix
maintaining it dimensions and keeping the number of interactions constant,
but the marginal sums are not kept constant (Gotelli et al. (1996); Fortuna
and Bascompte (2006)) while Null5 is based on a probability matrix in the
generation of the binary networks with a desired number of interaction, where
marginal sums and connectance are not constant (Vázquez et al., 2009).
Using these two null models, we generated 1000 random matrices for each
Island network and then computed the nestedness and modularity values of
the matrices using NODF2 and NETCARTO as explained in the previous
subsection. The null model predictions are the averages over the 1000 matrices
for each of the network structure. (Tables 3.2 and 3.4).
Therefore, to access the predictions from the AIS models and the null models,
we use Reduced Major Axis (RMA) regression from lmodel2 package in R.
The RMA helps us to know how well the models are predicting the observed
structures.
Having described the AIS models and the null models, we now give the results
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we obtained from their predictions of the network structures.
3.2.5 Results
Here we give the results of the numerical simulations of the Island data. Results
from the predictions of nestedness and modularity will be highlighted including
results on the persistence of the species.
3.2.5.1 Nestedness
Nested structures were predicted from the AIS models. We now explain how
dierent initial random networks converged to the observed nested values.
Thereafter, we give the percentages of the explained variance in the observed
networks from the AIS model predictions and null model predictions.
3.2.5.1.1 Dierent initial values convergence: The predicted nested-
ness of the pollination networks for some of our AIS models gradually con-
verged to the observed level of the empirical data (Fig. 3.2a, but see Fig.
3.3a). Consequently, all model predictions were signicantly dierent from
their observed values (Table 3.2). When simulations were executed from dier-
ent initial network structures and model parameters, the predictions attained
equilibrium. This suggests that our rewiring models are robust. We found
from the elimination algorithm, that only three island networks predictions
converged to their observed nested values (that is for Española, Floreana and
Marchena island networks. See Fig. 3.4 for an example). The remaining seven
island networks were underestimated in their predicted values (see Fig. 3.5
for an example), which could potentially be as a result of the low connectance
values (< 0.18) of the seven islands (Table 3.1). Furthermore, the optimization
algorithm gave higher predictions of the observed networks (see Fig. 3.6 for an
example) except for Floreana, Isabela and Marchena islands networks (Table
3.2).
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Figure 3.2: Nestedness and Modularity dynamics of the four rewiring algorithms
(Adaptive Interaction Switch models). Model simulations are done using Española
island data. Red broken line is the observed value of each structure. Elimination
models are IE (type I functional response) and IIE (type II functional response);
optimization models are IO (type I functional response) and IIO (type II functional
response).
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Figure 3.3: Nestedness and Modularity dynamics of the four rewiring algorithms
(Adaptive Interaction Switch models). Model simulations are done using Santacruz
island data. Red broken line is the observed value of each structure. Elimination
models are IE (type I functional response) and IIE (type II functional response);
optimization models are IO (type I functional response) and IIO (type II functional
response).















































Figure 3.4: Nestedness dynamics of Española Island using the elimination algorithm
models (IE and IIE). (a) is for type I functional response and (b) is for type II
functional response. Simulations started with dierent initial network structures that
is black, grey, green, yellow, blue and purple lines. Red broken line is the observed
level of nestedness. Model prediction tted the observed level.
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Figure 3.5: Nestedness dynamics of Santacruz Island using elimination algorithm
models (IE and IIE). (a) is for type I functional response and (b) is for type II
functional response. Simulations started with dierent initial network structures that
is black, grey, green, yellow, blue and purple lines. Red broken line is the observed
level of nestedness. Model prediction underestimated the observed level.















































Figure 3.6: Nestedness dynamics of Española Island using optimization algorithm
models (IO and IIO). (a) is for type I functional response and (b) is for type II
functional response. Simulations started with dierent initial network structures that
is black, grey, green, yellow, blue and purple lines. Red broken line is the observed
level of nestedness. Model prediction overestimated the observed level.
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3.2.5.1.2 Nestedness predictions: Accessing the predictions from each
of the four AIS models with the observed nestedness values, some level of
variations in the observed were explained. According to the Reduced Major
Axis (RMA) regression, the elimination models explained almost 40% of the
variation in the observed nestedness, that is IE (r2= 0.39, RMA slope = 1.3,
p = 0.054) and IIE (r2 = 0.38, RMA slope = 1.38, p = 0.056) at a 10%
signicance level (Fig. 3.7). In contrast, the optimization models captured
less than 1% of the explained variance of no signicance (Table 3.3). The
optimization algorithm overestimated nestedness values and thus does not t
the observed data. Even the null models accounted for some level of variations
that is Null4 (r2= 0.31, RMA slope = 0.91, p = 0.09) and Null5 (r2= 0.28,
RMA slope = 1.71, p = 0.12) (Fig. 3.7).
Table 3.2: Nestedness prediction values for our four Adaptive Interaction





, where X̄ and σX̄ are the mean and standard deviation of the model
predictions respectively; Zα/2 = 1.96 is the 95% condence value; number of samples
n is 100 for our AIS models and 1000 for the null models. Elimination models are
IE (type I functional response) and IIE (type II functional response); optimization
models are IO (type I functional response) and IIO (type II functional response), null
models are NULL4 and NULL5. All predictions are signicantly dierent from the
observed values (p < 0.0001).
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Table 3.3: Nestedness linear regression results showing the comparison between the
observed values and the model predictions, their R squared values, slope and p-values,
using Reduced Major Axis (RMA) linear regression. R squared is the coecient of
determination. Elimination models are IE (type I functional response) and IIE (type
II functional response), optimization models are IO (type I functional response) and
IIO (type II functional response), null models are Null4 and Null5.
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Figure 3.7: Nestedness predictions comparison between each of our four Adaptive
Interaction Switch (AIS) models and the two null models against the observed values.
Each dot represents an island network. Elimination models are IE (linear functional
response) and IIE (nonlinear functional response); optimization models are IO (linear
functional response) and IIO (nonlinear functional response); null models are Null4
and Null5. The broken line is for y = x.
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3.2.5.2 Modularity
Modular structures were predicted from the AIS models. We now explain how
dierent initial random networks converged to the observed modular values.
Thereafter, we give the percentages of the explained variance in the observed
networks from the AIS and null model predictions.
3.2.5.2.1 Dierent initial values convergence: The predicted level of
modularity of the pollination networks gradually converged to the observed
level of the empirical data (Fig. 3.2b and Fig. 3.3b). Moreover, all model
predictions were signicantly dierent from their observed values except for the
IO model prediction of Floreana island network (Table 3.4). When simulations
were executed from dierent initial network structures and model parameters,
the predictions attained equilibrium. This suggests that our rewiring models
are robust. In addition, predictions from the elimination algorithm, converged
to their observed modularity values for all island networks (see Fig. 3.8 for an
example). Even with the low connectance values of some of the islands, there
was no underestimation of any island network unlike the case of the nestedness
predictions. In contrast, the optimization models underestimated the observed
modularity (see Fig. 3.9 for an example) of the island networks except for
Floreana, Isabela and Marchena islands unlike its nestedness predictions.











































Figure 3.8: Modularity dynamics of Santa Cruz Island using Elimination algorithm
models (IE and IIE). (a) is for type I functional response and (b) is for type II
functional response. Simulations started with dierent initial network structures that
is black, grey, green, yellow, blue and purple lines. Red broken line is the observed
level of modularity. Model prediction tted the observed level.
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Figure 3.9: Modularity dynamics of Santa Cruz Island using Optimization algorithm
models (IO and IIO). (a) is for type I functional response and (b) is for type II
functional response. Simulations started with dierent initial network structures that
is black, grey, green, yellow, blue and purple lines. Red broken line is the observed
level of modularity. Model prediction underestimated the observed level.
3.2.5.2.2 Modularity predictions: Accessing the predictions from each
of the four AIS models with the observed modularity values, more level of vari-
ations in the observed were explained. According to the RMA regression, the
elimination models explained more than 50% of the variation in the observed
modularity, that is IE (r2= 0.521, RMA slope = 1.09, p = 0.018) and IIE (r2=
0.523, RMA slope = 1.08, p = 0.018) at a 5% signicance level (Fig 3.10).
From the optimization models, some level of variation was explained by IO
(r2= 0.41, RMA slope = 1.1 p = 0.046) and a lesser variation was explained
by IIO (r2 = 0.19, RMA slope = 0.19, p = 0.21). Surprisingly, the null models
accounted for a higher level of variations that is Null4 (r2= 0.62, RMA slope
= 1.03, p = 0.007) and Null5 (r2= 0.59, RMA slope = 1.1, p = 0.009) (Table
3.5; Fig. 3.10).
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Table 3.4: Modularity prediction values for our four Adaptive Interaction





, where X̄ and σX̄ are the mean and standard deviation of the model
predictions respectively; Zα/2 = 1.96 is the 95% condence value; number of samples
n is 100 for our AIS models and 1000 for the null models. Elimination models are
IE (type I functional response) and IIE (type II functional response); optimization
models are IO (type I functional response) and IIO (type II functional response), null
models are NULL4 and NULL5. All predictions are signicantly dierent from the
observed values (p < 0.0001), except for the underlined prediction (p = 0.845).
Table 3.5: Modularity linear regression results showing the comparison between the
observed values and the model predictions, their R squared values, slope and p-values,
using Reduced Major Axis (RMA) linear regression. R squared is the coecient of
determination. Elimination models are IE (type I functional response) and IIE (type
II functional response), optimization models are IO (type I functional response) and
IIO (type II functional response), null models are Null4 and Null5.
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Figure 3.10: Modularity predictions comparison between each of our four Adaptive
Interaction Switch (AIS) models and the two null models against the observed values.
Each dot represents an island network. Elimination models are IE (linear functional
response) and IIE (nonlinear functional response); optimization models are IO (linear
functional response) and IIO (nonlinear functional response); null models are Null4
and Null5. The broken line is for y = x.
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3.2.5.3 Persistence
In general, the equilibrium densities of all species persisted with no species
going extinct (see Fig. 3.11 for an example). This gives a stability measure of
our AIS model predictions.






































































































































Figure 3.11: Log(x) plot of species population densities of the Adaptive Interaction
Switch models using Española Island data. The left column gures are for plant
species while the right column gures are for animal species. The rst and third row
gures are for optimization models IO and IIO respectively; the second and fourth
row gures are for elimination models IE and IIE respectively.
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3.2.6 Discussion
Here, we have used a dynamical model to represent biotic interactions of
mutualistic species and predicted the emergence of structures using 10 pol-
lination data from Galápagos islands. This we achieved by using a Lotka-
Voltera model of mutualism, and incorporated species competition, functional
responses (Holling type I and type II) and an adaptive interaction switch (AIS)
(Holling (1959); May (1981); Okuyama and Holland (2008); Bastolla et al.
(2009); Zhang et al. (2011); Suweis et al. (2013)). Behavioural adaptation
of switching have being found in pollination networks (Basilio et al. (2006);
Petanidou et al. (2008)), not only allowing a static community to become
dynamic through the interchange of links, but eectively predicting the emer-
gence of network structures. In consistent with some previous studies (Zhang
et al. (2011); Suweis et al. (2013); Nuwagaba et al. (2015)), our AIS models
predicted nestedness and modularity from dierent initial network structure
and model parameters. The dynamics of the predicted structures converged
to the observed level. This suggests the importance of AIS in predicting net-
work structures. Moreover, there was no extinction of species as all the species
persisted throughout the switching. Although a recent study (Gilljam et al.
(2015)) showed that species rewiring can intensify the eect of species loss
in foodwebs, creating pressures on rewired species. Nevertheless, adaptive
rewiring have a benecial eect in mutualistic networks (Zhang et al. (2011)).
Hence AIS is a key eco-evolutionary process in structural emergence (Valdovi-
nos et al. (2010)).
Observed network connectance correlated positively with the observed nested
values and negatively with the observed values of modularity (Fig. 3.12). As a
result of this correlations, predicted networks with lower connectance tend to
have low nested predictions because they were underestimated in their nested
predictions as in the case of the elimination algorithm which explained almost
40% variation in the observed nestedness. More than half of the variation in the
observed modularity was explained by the elimination algorithm which could
potentially be as a result of the low connectance values of the networks as noted
by Olesen et al. (2007), suggesting that low connectance in network increases
modularity. Although optimization model overestimated observed nestedness,
providing unrealistic estimates and hence tting poorly to the observed data,
it accounted for some variations in the observed modularity, suggesting that
maximizing species richness have more eect in predicting the modularity of
a network than the nestedness.
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Figure 3.12: Correlation of the observed connectance with observed nestedness and
modularity, r is the correlation coecient.
In conclusion, we have predicted network structures using AIS models and Null
models, we now move on to the next Chapter to add environmental variables
together with the models as predictors of network structures.
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Statistical Analysis of the
Environmental Variables
Environmental variables can have eects in predicting network structures, as
such, it is in our interest to investigate these eects. These variables include
geographic factors (e.g Island size, isolation, age and elevation) and anthro-
pogenic factors (e.g sampling eort and human population size). In addition
to the AIS model predictions, we now see how these variables are contributing
to the explained variation in the observed network structures, using a Gener-
alized linear model (GLM). In this Chapter, we start by describing the data
on the variables, thereafter we state the results we obtained and discuss it.
4.1 Data
With respect to the Galápagos island community, we compiled data on the
environmental variables from online and published sources. Using google earth
(7.1) software, we measured the average nearest distances for each island to
the other Islands. This nearest distance (in km) represents the isolation of the
Islands. Informations on Island size (that is, area in km2), maximum elevation
(in km) and human population size was obtained from Conservancy (2016).
We obtained the Island age which was over minimum and maximum ranges
from Poulakakis et al. (2012) and Conservancy (2016) and then we chose to
work with the maximum values in the ranges. Finally, the sampling eorts for
each of the islands ranged from 6 - 109 hours (Table 3.1).
Having compiled the data on six environmental variables, we now describe the
methods we adopted in analysing the data.
46
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4.2 Method of Analysis
Generally, we used dierent packages in R to analyse our data on the 6 envi-
ronmental variables.
Firstly, we started by checking for collinearity among the explanatory variables
(AIS and null model predictions and environmental variables) by using VIF
function (Variance Ination Factor) in fmsb package in R. To obtain covariants
that are independent, any variable contributing to a VIF value greater than
5 is removed. After this checking, we were left with the explanatory variables
that were independent of each other (VIF < 5).
Thereafter, we used these remaining explanatory variables to predict the ob-
served network structures. This we achieved by conducting a Generalized
Linear Model (GLM), to know the eect of these explanatory variables in
explaining the observed values of the network structure.
Furthermore, to investigate the independent contribution of each of explana-
tory variables to the total explained variance in the observed values of network
structures, we partitioned the explained variance obtained from the GLM re-
sults using hier.part package in R.
From the above analysis, we obtained the following results as we will see in
the next section.
4.3 Results
We now give the results from the above analysis on the nestedness predictions
and the modularity predictions.
4.3.1 Nestedness
Here we start by stating the VIF results obtained from the explanatory vari-
ables and then we give the multiple regression results.
4.3.1.1 Variance Ination Factor (VIF)
From the variance ination factor (VIF) tests of all the explanatory variables
which include the AIS and null model predictions, island area, nearest dis-
tance, age, maximum elevation, sampling eort and human population size,
we dropped age and maximum elevation to maintain low VIF values less than
5 (Table 4.1).
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Table 4.1: Nestedness Variance Ination Factor (VIF) showing the VIF values for
each combination of the explanatory variables. ND is the nearest distance, SE is the
sampling eort, AR is the area, HPS is the human population size (log transformed
[log(x+ 1)]), ME is the maximum elevation, AG is the age. To obtain non collinear-
ity among the variables, we make sure to achieve VIF values less than 5, dropping
variables with high VIF values. (a) is the combination of all the environmental vari-
ables and the model predictions. (b) is the combination of the covariants without age.
(c) is the combination of the covariants without age and maximum elevation. Elimi-
nation models are IE (type I, linear functional response) and IIE (type II, non-linear
functional response); optimization models are IO (type I, linear functional response)
and IIO (type II, non-linear functional response); null models are Null4 and Null5.
R squared is the coecient of determination of the Generalized linear model ttings.
4.3.1.2 Multiple regression
In general, the Generalised Linear Model (GLM) tting of the observed nested
values together with the remaining explanatory variables (model predictions,
nearest distance, sampling eort, area and human population sizes) revealed
higher explained variance of the observed data. Various combinations ex-
plained signicantly the observed level of nestedness, from which we obtained
the following: for the elimination algorithm, IE + other variables (R2 = 0.85,
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p < 0.001), IIE + other variables (R2 = 0.86, p < 0.001); for optimization
algorithm, IO + other variables (R2 = 0.79, p < 0.01), IIO + other variables
(R2 = 0.79, p < 0.01); for the null models, we obtained, Null4 + other vari-
ables (R2 = 0.92, p < 0.0001), Null5 + other variables (R2 = 0.83, p < 0.01)
(Table 4.2). These suggest the important role the explanatory variables (en-
vironmental factors) are playing in explaining network structures.
Furthermore, we divided the total explained variance among the ve explana-
tory variables. This allowed us to see the independent contribution of each
of the covariant to the total explained variance (Fig. 4.1). In this partition-
ing, individual model contributions are IE = 30.5%, IIE = 30.1%, IO = 1.2%,
IIO = 1.04%, Null4 = 30.7%, Null5 = 22% (Table 4.3). Signicantly, human
population contributed the most to the total explained variance (50% < x <
85%). However, sampling eort, nearest distance and area contributed a lesser
percentage to the total explained variance in nestedness (Table 4.3).
Table 4.2: Nestedness multiple regression showing the Generalised linear model (Glm)
tting of the observed values with the model predictions, ND is the nearest distance,
SE is the sampling eort, AR is the area, HPS is the human population size (log
transformed [log(x + 1)]). R squared is the coecient of determination, AIC is the
Akaike Information Criterion. Elimination models are IE (type I functional response)
and IIE (type II functional response), optimization models are IO (type I functional
response) and IIO (type II functional response), null models are Null4 and Null5.
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Figure 4.1: Nestedness variance partitioning showing the independent contribution of
each of the explanatory variables to the total variance explained for dierent model
combinations. The environmental variables are SE - sampling eort, ND - nearest
distance (isolation), AR - area and HPS - human population size (log transformed
[log(x+1)]). The band strips shows the 95% condence interval of the randomly
divided variance explained. Bars above this band are important and asterisked bars
are signicant (p < 0.1). Elimination models are IE (linear functional response) and
IIE (nonlinear functional response); optimization models are IO (linear functional
response) and IIO (nonlinear functional response); null models are Null4 and Null5.
Dash line on top of the model bar is the level of the explained variance from the model
without the environmental variables.
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Table 4.3: Nestedness variance partitioning results showing the percentage each ex-
planatory variable is contributing to the explained variance (R squared) in the ob-
served values. SE is the sampling eort, ND is the nearest distance, AR is the area,
HPS is the human population size (log transformed [log(x + 1)]). Glm is the gen-
eralised linear model tting; elimination models are IE (type I functional response)
and IIE (type II functional response), optimization models are IO (type I functional
response) and IIO (type II functional response), null models are Null4 and Null5.
4.3.2 Modularity
Here we start by stating the VIF results obtained from the explanatory vari-
ables and then we give the multiple regression results.
4.3.2.1 Variance Ination Factor (VIF)
From the variance ination factor (VIF) tests of all the explanatory variables
which include the AIS and null model predictions, island area, nearest dis-
tance, age, maximum elevation, sampling eort and human population size,
we dropped age and maximum elevation to maintain low VIF values less than
5 (Table 4.4).
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Table 4.4: Modularity Variance Ination Factor (VIF) showing the VIF values for
each combination of the explanatory variables. ND is the nearest distance, SE is the
sampling eort, AR is the area, HPS is the human population size (log transformed
[log(x+ 1)]), ME is the maximum elevation, AG is the age. To obtain non collinear-
ity among the variables, we make sure to achieve VIF values less than 5, dropping
variables with high VIF values. (a) is the combination of all the environmental vari-
ables and the model predictions. (b) is the combination of the covariants without age.
(c) is the combination of the covariants without age and maximum elevation. Elimi-
nation models are IE (type I, linear functional response) and IIE (type II, non-linear
functional response); optimization models are IO (type I, linear functional response)
and IIO (type II, non-linear functional response); null models are Null4 and Null5.
R squared is the coecient of determination of the Generalized Linear Model ttings.
4.3.2.2 Multiple regression
In general, the GLM tting of the observed modularity values together with
the remaining explanatory variables (model predictions, isolation, sampling
eort, area and human population size) produced greater explained variance of
the observed data. Various combinations explained signicantly the observed
level of modularity, from which we obtained the following: for the elimination
algorithm, IE + other variables (R2= 0.91, p < 0.0001), IIE + other variables
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(R2= 0.91, p < 0.0001); for optimization algorithm, IO + other variables
(R2= 0.89, p < 0.0001), IIO + other variables (R2= 0.85, p < 0.001); for
null models we obtained, Null4 + other variables (R2= 0.92, p < 0.0001) and
Null5 + other variables (R2= 0.91, p < 0.0001) (Table 4.5). These suggest the
important role the explanatory variables (environmental factors) are playing
in explaining network structures.
Furthermore, we divided the total explained variance among the ve explana-
tory variables. This allowed us to see the independent contribution of each of
the covariant to the total explained variance (Fig. 4.2). In this partitioning,
individual model contributions are IE = 32.9%, IIE = 33%, IO = 24.2%, IIO
= 9.87%, Null4 = 39% and Null5 = 37% (Table 4.6). The sampling eort,
nearest distances and the models were more important for modularity predic-
tion. Area and human population size contributed a lesser percentage to the
total explained variance in modularity (Table 4.6).
Table 4.5: Modularity multiple regression showing the Generalised linear model (Glm)
tting of the observed values with the model predictions, ND is the nearest distance,
SE is the sampling eort, AR is the area, HPS is the human population size (log
transformed [log(x + 1)]). R squared is the coecient of determination, AIC is the
Akaike Information Criterion. Elimination models are IE (type I functional response)
and IIE (type II functional response), optimization models are IO (type I functional
response) and IIO (type II functional response), null models are Null4 and Null5.
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Figure 4.2: Modularity variance partitioning showing the independent contribution
of each of the explanatory variables to the total variance explained for dierent model
combinations. The environmental variables are SE - sampling eort, ND - nearest
distance (isolation), AR - area and HPS - human population size (log transformed
[log(x+1)]). The band strips shows the 95% condence interval of the randomly
divided variance explained. Bars above this band are important and asterisked bars
are signicant (p < 0.1). Elimination models are IE (linear functional response) and
IIE (nonlinear functional response); optimization models are IO (linear functional
response) and IIO (nonlinear functional response); null models are Null4 and Null5.
Dash line on top of the model bar is the level of the explained variance from the model
without the environmental variables.
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Table 4.6: Modularity variance partitioning results showing the percentage each ex-
planatory variable is contributing to the explained variance (R squared) in the ob-
served values. SE is the sampling eort, ND is the nearest distance, AR is the area,
HPS is the human population size (log transformed [log(x + 1)]). Glm is the gen-
eralised linear model tting; elimination models are IE (type I functional response)
and IIE (type II functional response), optimization models are IO (type I functional
response) and IIO (type II functional response), null models are Null4 and Null5.
4.4 Discussion
The role of island size, isolation, sampling eort and human disturbance are
crucial in predicting network structures. The GLM regression we performed
of the AIS models predictions together with these environmental variables
tremendously increased the explained variation to more than 79% and more
than 85% in the nestedness and modularity respectively. This suggests the
importance of environmental in explaining structural emergence. Surprisingly,
the null models with no special mechanism of interest, together with the en-
vironmental variables explained signicantly more than 80% and more than
90% in nestedness and modularity respectively.
Geographic factors such as Island size and isolation play important role in de-
termining the species richness on Islands (MacArthur and Wilson 1967; Roura-
Pascual et al. 2016). From the theory of island biogeography, the bigger the
island, the more the species it has. Although species richness may not directly
aect nestedness and modularity, the eect is realised indirectly through the
connectivity of the network. In essence, our results showed that the eect of
island size and isolation on the network structure varies. Although island size
had a lesser percentage contribution to nestedness and modularity, isolation
was more important for modularity than for nestedness.
Human disturbances contributed more to the predicted nestedness of the net-
work as evident from the variance partitioning of the GLM results. This sug-
gests that human activities can lead to the introduction of exotic species which
in turn lead to more realised interaction and then a more nested network. Our
results is in consistent with Sebastian-Gonzalez et al. (2014). From the 55 seed
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dispersal networks they analysed, networks with high human impact showed
more nested and lesser modular structures. Sampling eort was more impor-
tant for modularity than for nestedness predictions.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
Mutualistic interactions have played an important role in the maintenance of
ecosystem functions and services. Therefore, structures that arise as a result
of these interactions are crutial. In this chapter, we give a summary of our
work in this thesis, highlighting the limitation in our study and further work
that can be carried out.
5.1 Summary
Due to the importance of network structures, we have used Adaptive Interac-
tion Switch (AIS) models to predict the emergence of network structures from
the data collected from 10 Galápagos island networks. More importantly, we
predicted for nestedness and modularity network structures. Owing to the eco-
logical and evolutionary processes incorporated in the Lotka-Voltera models,
an appreciable level of variation in the observed nestedness and modularity
was explained.
Adding the environmental variables to the AIS model predictions, our General-
ized Linear Model (GLM) results showed a high level of explained variation in
the observed structure. This showed the importance of the environmental vari-
ables as predictors of network structures, which included island area, isolation,
sampling eort and human population size. Hence the eco-evolutionary process
and environmental variables are potential key drivers of structural emergence
in mutalistic networks. These results, on a crucial note, are fundamental to
ecological network studies, providing more understanding to environmental
and anthropogenic disturbances to the ecosystem.
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5.2 Limitation and further work
As a limitation, quantitative data was converted to binary networks. Although
we have shown emergence of network structures using a binary interaction
matrix depicting presence of an interaction (1) or not (0) between the plants
and pollinators, the results were robust. Hence, a more integrative analysis can
be done using weighted networks, taking into account frequency of interactions.
Investigating the emergence of structures connected by propagules, moving in-
between local communities can be studied.
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Appendix A
R codes
Below we give the R codes for the Adaptive Interaction Switch models.
## PARAMETER DEFINITIONS
# M - Number of plants.
# N - Number of animals.
# C - Number of interactions.
# A - M x N binary interaction matrix.
# rP - M x 1 matrix for plants intrinsic growth rates.
# rA - N x 1 matrix for animals intrinsic growth rates.
# PP - M x M matrix for plants intra (diagonal elements)
# and inter specific competition strengths.
# AA - N x N matrix for animals intra (diagonal elements)
# and inter specific competition strengths.
# PA - M x N matrix for strength of mutualistic benefits
# of plants from animals.
# AP - N x M matrix for strength of mutualistic benefits
# of animals from plants.
# h - Handling time, h=0 and h=0.1 for type I and type II
# functional response respectively.
# XP0 - M x 1 matrix for plants initial population sizes.
# XA0 - N x 1 matrix for animals initial population sizes.
# T - Number of switching events.
# v - M x N matrix for preference values.
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dXP <- rP - PP %*% XP + ((PA * A * v) %*% XA / (1 + (h*A*v)%*%XA))
dXA <- rA - AA %*% XA + ((AP * t(A*v)) %*% XP / (1 + (h*t(A*v))%*%XP))





# From bipartite package
NODF <- function(dt){




# From Netcarto software, implemented in R
modularity <- function(A){
A_index <- which(A != 0, arr.ind = TRUE)
write.table(A_index, file="A_index.dat", row.names = FALSE, col.names = FALSE)
system("wine netcarto_cl A_index.dat 1 5.0 0.1 0.95 0")
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# From Zhang et al. 2011 An interaction switch predicts the nested




X = matrix(0,M+N,T) # Species population sizes
X[,1] = rbind(XP0,XA0)
NEST <- matrix(0,1,T) # Nestedness
NEST[1] <- NODF(A)
MOD <- matrix(0,1,T) # Modularity
MOD[1] <- modularity(A)




out <- rk4(y = yini, times = times, func=lotka, parms=parameters)
X[,t] <- as.matrix(out[length(times),-1])
mn <- sample(M+N,1)
if (mn <= M){
m <- mn
Benefit <- t(PA[m,]*A[m,]*v[m,]) * X[(M+1):(M+N),t]
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n <- mn - M
Benefit <- t(t(AP)[,n]*A[,n]*v[,n]) * X[1:M,t]





















return(list("X"=X, "Nestedness" = NEST, "Modularity" = MOD, "A"=A))
}
## OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM
# From Suweis et al. 2013 Emergence of structural and dynamical properties
# of ecological mutualistic networks. Nature 500, 449-452.
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X = matrix(0,M+N,T) # Species population sizes
X[,1] = rbind(XP0,XA0)
NEST <- matrix(0,1,T) # Nestedness
NEST[1] <- NODF(A)


















out <- rk4(y = yini, times = times, func=lotka, parms=parameters)
X[,t] <- as.matrix(out[length(times),-1])
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out <- rk4(y = yini, times = times, func=lotka, parms=parameters)
X[,t] <- as.matrix(out[length(times),-1])














return(list("X"=X, "Nestedness" = NEST, "Modularity" = MOD, "A"=A))
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}
########################################################################




S = M * N # Network size.










#### Assign values to parameters.
T <- 5000
sigma <- 0.01 # Standard deviation value for the normal distributions.
# Generate competition matrix
PP <- abs(matrix(rnorm(M*M,0,sigma), nr=M))
PP <- PP - diag(diag(PP)) + diag(diag(matrix(1,M,M)))
AA <- abs(matrix(rnorm(N*N,0,sigma), nr=N))
AA <- AA - diag(diag(AA)) + diag(diag(matrix(1,N,N)))
# Generate mutualistic benefit matrix
PA <- abs(matrix(rnorm(M*N,0,sigma), nr=M))
AP <- abs(matrix(rnorm(M*N,0,sigma), nr=N))
# Generate initial population sizes
XP0 <- matrix(runif(M,0,1), nr= M)
XA0 <- matrix(runif(N,0,1), nr= N)
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# Generate intrinsic growth sizes
rP <- matrix(rlnorm(M,0,0.1))
rA <- matrix(rlnorm(N,0,0.1))
# Generate preference matrix
v <- matrix(runif(M*N),nr=M)
























plot(1:T,seq(0,0.8,len=T), type = "n", xlab = "Time",ylab = "Nestedness")
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lines(1:T, IO_nest, col = "blue",lwd=2)
lines(1:T, IE_nest, col = "green",lwd=2)
lines(1:T, IIO_nest, col = "purple",lwd=2)
lines(1:T, IIE_nest, col = "yellow",lwd=2)
lines(1:T, rep(0.2076,T), col= "red",lwd=2,lty=2)
legend('topleft', c("IO","IE","IIO","IIE","Observed"), lty = c(1,1,1,1,2),
lwd = c(2,2,2,2), col=c("blue","green","purple","yellow","red"),
cex = 0.8, bty = "n")
# MODULARITY PREDICTONS
plot(1:T,seq(0,0.8,len=T), type = "n", xlab = "Time",ylab = "Modularity")
lines(1:T, IO_mod, col = "blue",lwd=2)
lines(1:T, IE_mod, col = "green",lwd=2)
lines(1:T, IIO_mod, col = "purple",lwd=2)
lines(1:T, IIE_mod, col = "yellow",lwd=2)
lines(1:T, rep(0.3592,T), col= "red",lwd=2,lty=2)
legend('topleft', c("IO","IE","IIO","IIE","Observed"), lty = c(1,1,1,1,2),
lwd = c(2,2,2,2), col=c("blue","green","purple","yellow","red"),
cex = 0.8, bty = "n")
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